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Ethics Definition

1. Ethics refers to well-founded standards of right 
and wrong that prescribe what humans ought to 
do, usually in terms of rights, obligations, benefits 
to society, fairness, or specific virtues. 



Ethics Definition

2. Ethics refers to the study and development of 
one's ethical standards. Feelings, laws, and social 
norms can deviate from what is ethical. So, it is 
necessary to constantly examine one's standards to 
ensure that they are reasonable and well-founded. 
Ethics also means, then, the continuous effort of 
studying our own moral beliefs and our moral 
conduct, and striving to ensure that we, and the 
institutions we help to shape, live up to standards 
that are reasonable and solidly-based.



Ethics Definition

Simple definition

• A set of values that guides what we do.  Balancing 
what is good for an individual and the  good of 
everyone.



Ethics Definition

Are people who commit ethics violations 
bad people?

• Not all misdeeds are committed by bad people. 
In fact, a significant number of unethical acts in 
business are the likely result of foibles and 
failings rather than selfishness and greed. Put in 
certain kinds of situations, good people 
inadvertently do bad things.



EXAMPLE

• A Case Manager has a relative who owns a physical 
therapy company and refers a patient to that 
company.  Is that ethical?  Probably not because 
there is a possible conflict of interest.  Not an 
egregious lapse because the case manager might 
feel that their relative’s PT center is good, but still a 
lapse in ethics due to a conflict of interest.  Is that 
person a “bad” person for doing this? Probably not, 
but an ethical breach nonetheless. 



Unprofessionalism 

• Egregious behavior: falsifying records, working 
while impaired, inappropriate sexual contact, 
inappropriate referrals. 

• Less egregious behavior: Derogatory language 
when discussing clients or making fun of clients

• Derogatory language when discussing colleagues. 



Psychological Factors Involved in 
Ethical Violations

1. Scripts

• The procedures that experience tells us to 
use in specific situations. Stored in memory 
in a mechanical or rote fashion.  Scripts are 
cognitive shortcuts that take the place of 
careful thinking.

• Example: Going to a restaurant and eating. 



SCRIPTS CONT. 

• Scripts are cognitive frameworks that guide human 
thought and action. Scripts contain information about 
the appropriate sequence of events in routine 
situations

• Cognitive script allows the individual to call on an 
established behavior pattern and act automatically 
without contemplating every decision or action in great 
detail

• Active thinking is not required because the situation fits 
the mental prototype, which triggers the script and the 
prescribed behaviors



SCRIPTS CONT

• Scripts can be problematic for ethical decision 
making: May not allow ethical considerations if 
not part of script

• Ethical issues do not lend themselves to 
“automatic pilot” decisions

• Easy to overlook issues that don’t fit in a script



Psychological Factors Involved in 
Ethical Violations

2.  Inattentiveness to what is on the 
periphery

• Inattentiveness to what is occurring around you 
can cause ethical lapses. Mindlessness about 
distractions at work is most pronounced when 
employees, with limited means of gaining 
perspective, are encouraged to be focused and 
driven.  Results in not looking at what is going on 
outside of your focused goal.



Psychological Factors Involved in 
Ethical Violations

3. Moral Exclusion
• The human tendency to morally exclude certain 
persons. This occurs when individuals or groups are 
perceived as outside the boundary in which moral 
values and considerations of fairness apply.

An individual’s bias toward certain groups of people. 
Overt or covert. Knowing when you are morally 
excluding someone and knowing whether to excuse 
yourself from working with that person.  Is it ethical 
to request to move the person from your caseload?



Ethics vs. Law

• Ethical responsibilities are governed by a 
moral code.

• Legal responsibilities are governed by Legal 
Codes, Regulations, and precedent set by 
case law decided by Judges in the Courts.



Breach of  Duty

• Breach of duty can be violating a Rule of Law or 
Regulation.

OR

• Breach of duty can be a violation of an ethical 
responsibility which is owed to the insured OR a 
claimant OR to the Insurance Company.



Decision Making and 
Cognitive Dissonance
• What is Cognitive Dissonance?
- Feelings of discomfort that result in holding two 

conflicting beliefs.  When there is an 
inconsistency between beliefs and behaviors, we 
feel compelled to change something in order to 
eliminate or reduce the dissonance. 

- Example of Cognitive Dissonance - Smoking

• For example, when people smoke (behavior) and they 
know that smoking causes cancer (cognition), they are in 
a state of cognitive dissonance.



Cognitive Dissonance cont.

• Cognitive dissonance was first investigated by Leon 
Festinger, arising out of a participant observation study 
of a cult which believed that the earth was going to be 
destroyed by a flood, and what happened to its 
members — particularly the really committed ones 
who had given up their homes and jobs to work for the 
cult — when the flood did not happen. 

• While fringe members were more inclined to recognize 
that they had made fools of themselves and to "put it 
down to experience," committed members were more 
likely to re-interpret the evidence to show that they 
were right all along (the earth was not destroyed 
because of the faithfulness of the cult members).



Decision Making and 
Cognitive Dissonance

• The degree of dissonance people experience can 
depend on a few factors, including how highly we 
value a particular belief and the degree to which 
our beliefs are inconsistent. Thus, when faced with 
making a decision to act in a particular way, that 
may not be in line with our beliefs, how do we deal 
with the dissonance?

• Example: Workers’ Comp adjusters and 
applicants.



Decision Making and 
Cognitive Dissonance

• How People Reduce Cognitive Dissonance which 
Might Result in Unethical Behavior

1.Focus on more supportive beliefs that outweigh 
the dissonant belief or behavior.

2.Reduce the importance of the conflicting belief.

3.Change the conflicting belief so that it is 
consistent with other beliefs or behaviors.



Examples of Cognitive Dissonance



Moral Disengagement

• Moral disengagement occurs when someone 
convinces the cognitive mind that their actions 
aren’t considered unethical behavior. 

• Example: An office worker takes pads, pens and 
pencils from their employer. Is this unethical? 

• The worker can employ moral disengagement by 
convincing themselves that the company won’t 
miss the pens or pads of paper “there are so much 
of them anyway” or “Everybody else does it.” 



Cognitive Dissonance vs. Moral Disengagement

• Cognitive dissonance occurs when the mind feels 
tension from holding two conflicting thoughts, which 
creates a battle about exhibiting the right behavior 
during ethical dilemmas. But that battle can easily lead 
to unethical behavior. The employee understands 
what’s ethical and unethical and has an internal conflict 
when deciding on behavior that causes the least 
discomfort.

• Moral disengagement occurs when someone convinces 
the cognitive mind that their actions aren’t considered 
unethical behavior. Never considering an alternative –
no tension. 



Principles of Case Management

• Key principles of case management include 
advocacy, the act of recommending or pleading the 
cause of another; autonomy, respecting another's 
right to self-determination; and beneficence, 
compassion, and taking positive action to help 
others (a core component of advocacy) (Code, 
1996, Rev. 2015). Such guiding principles help 
inform and support case managers facing ethical 
dilemmas involving the patient, support 
system/family, and other stakeholders.



Ethics and Burnout

• For case managers, the emotional trauma of 
complex cases coupled with frequent ethical 
dilemmas because of competing stakeholders, adds 
to the pressures of their large caseloads and daily 
responsibilities. Case managers are also doing 
more, often to the point of feeling stressed and 
overwhelmed. It is not uncommon for case 
managers to become ensnared in a cycle of trying 
to catch up by working during their lunch breaks, 
after hours, and time off, which undermines their 
attempts to de-stress.



Ethics and Burnout cont. 

• Research on the impact of ethical dilemmas on nurses, 
the discipline for 89% of case managers reveals the toll 
these stresses take. "Moral distress" may result from 
the awareness of the consequences of actions and 
choices in a variety of situations including birth, illness, 
aging, suffering, and death of patients. Moral distress is 
known to impact nurses in their roles as direct 
caregivers, especially those who are in critical care 
units or have geriatric and psychiatric care specialties . 
These are also practice areas and specialties in which 
case managers work closely with patients, 
families/support systems, and care providers, while 
being responsible for evaluating outcomes.



How to Make Ethical Decisions

• Review the goal

• Look at your options

• Determine whether you are employing 
dissonance or moral disengagement

• Determine the consequences

• Make the correct decision

• Be objective

• Consult

• Avoid confirming to the norm



Thank  you  for  your 
Attention

Mara Tansman, PsyD


